
The VE3ISX HF remote control system:
I basically set up the remote control HF operation for amateur radio “down the road” when I no longer had the ability of erecting an HF antenna. A lot of seniors move into apartments or condos where there are limitations to amateur radio.  So...here in a nutshell is how I did it. 
Full HF control: 
Note: The remote operator MUST have the license to operate phone on the amateur bands as well as an ADVANCED license.  Basic Plus doesn’t cut it.

There are five essential parts to HF amateur remote control.
	The  transceiver must have the ability to be controlled via serial/usb interface.

The operator must install a dedicated  “computer server” at the site to control the above radio.
	FREE  SKYPE™ must be installed in an auto answer mode to hear and answer your calls.
	FREE Ham Radio Deluxe control software capable of running in the background for control.
	A site where you have Internet connectivity and of course  a place to erect your antennae.
The interface hardware: 
There are many products that connect the computer to the radio for the audio rx/tx component. Unfortunately a lot of them produce a ground loop or “hum” in the audio transmission. The new SignaLink™ USB interface from Tigertronics solves all those problems and provides the operator with the necessary front panel controls to adjust the station as necessary.This USB sound card is recognized by SKYPE and works everytime.   Rather than plug the audio in and out from the computer into the radio's mike and external speaker lines, the SignaLink™ USB interfaces directly into the rear panel of the HF radio. SignaLink™  provides the exact plug for your transceiver. Audio in/out of the transceiver is thus at flat level and allows the transceiver to be used in conjunction with the remote settings. 
The only down side of the SignaLink™ USB sound card interface was that it “keyed” the transmitter on any sound that the computer generated. Example: As the computer boots, it plays welcome music. To overcome this potential problem, I broke the PTT line going to the radio back panel with a DPDT on/off switch in the PTT line going to the transceiver.  The other side of the switch is used to turn on an LED on the front panel of the SignaLink to indicate that the system is hot. (vox enabled) 
With Ham Radio Deluxe operating in the “remote” mode, you supply an IP address of your home server and connect the remote laptop or desktop using this protocol. Levels of user preferences are available for invited guests. The novice user is permitted to listen, change frequencies and move around the parameters of the particular radio. The expert is given the ability to actually transmit. Not required in Canada, but worthy of consideration is a transceiver TIME OUT TIMER….just in case of Internet loss. 
Finally, and for security purposes, I used a FREE program called Hamachi...a virtual private network client that emulates a Network Interface Card in your computer and remote desktop. This adds an extra level of security from hackers and uninvited guests. The other benefit is that once you have Hamachi setup, you can SEE via the status screen if your HF server is ONLINE! 
The iPhone connection: 
You are away on holidays and want to chat on your favourite HF net. All you have is your iPhone or laptop equipped with SKYPE. NO PROBLEM. If you are the only user on the HF Server/SKYPE setup back home, you simply call it. SKYPE answers automatically and you hear the traffic on the net. You keep your SKYPE microphone muted because you have left that DPDT switch in the “HOT or VOX” position. Anything you say will go out over the air. If the transceiver is capable of multiband operation (VHF/HF/UHF/6M) you can simply leave it set to that frequency and go on holidays. If you are hosting a remote station, you can offer this service to a friend who is travelling anywhere in the world with his iPhone or laptop. All he has to do is talk. SKYPE will also allow “conference calls”, and with their yearly phone plan, you can conference into the regular home phone line of an amateur providing VOX transmission of anything he says. As soon as he stops speaking, the SignaLink will put the remote transceiver into receive!   
Latest development for the iPhone experience:
	Just when I thought I had all the enhancements possible, the new iPhone 4S presented me with streaming video from my SKYPE remote HF server. As above, a human being had to switch the HOT switch on the SignaLink USB to allow VOX from the iPhone.  Out of the “junk box” I cobbled up a DTMF decoder made by Motron (model AUTOKALL AC-1C) which basically plugged into the “monitor jack” on the SignaLink USB.  Thus any DTMF that I typed into the iPhone 4S would be decoded by the Motron. Suddenly, with the rest was easy. The Motron provided a set a dry contacts either Normally Open or Closed. I chose the Normally Open, and when the proper DTMF sequence came in and “latched” the decoder, the missing human to flip the HOT switch on the SignaLink USB was solved. With many variations of the programming, the Motron could be programmed to stay on until programmed off, or just enabled for anywhere from 1 second to 60 minutes.  A few dollar store  RJ-45 headers and a simple utility box finished the project. Now the HF Remote Station server could sit with streaming audio for anyone wanting to listen or with a few keystrokes, I could get in and do full RX/TX then log off with security of the station in mind. With the SKYPE camera looking at the decoder face plate, I would know exactly the state of things back home in the shack. You can check all the specs on the Motron website:   http://www.motron.com/product_info.php/products_id/105
Enhancements:
A bonus SKYPE™ camera function will show video of your station transceiver status. In  my case while I am away, we monitor critical shack heating and air conditioning  set points. Yes, thanks to my Hydro provider I can even change the temperature of the house before we arrive home. 
So there it is...the perfect solution to remote control. As mentioned above, I use Hamachi as the secure link to the HF radio. During that time the SignaLink™ USB switch is still in the OFF position and I control HF transceiver PTT with Ham Radio Deluxe!  The perfect setup. 
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